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Abstract
We introduce an efficient and tight layer-based
semidefinite relaxation for verifying local robustness of neural networks. The improved tightness
is the result of the combination between semidefinite relaxations and linear cuts. We obtain a computationally efficient method by decomposing the
semidefinite formulation into layerwise constraints.
By leveraging on chordal graph decompositions,
we show that the formulation here presented is
provably tighter than current approaches. Experiments on a set of benchmark networks show that
the approach here proposed enables the verification of more instances compared to other relaxation
methods. The results also demonstrate that the SDP
relaxation here proposed is one order of magnitude
faster than previous SDP methods.

1

Introduction

Neural networks (NNs) are known to be fragile and susceptible to adversarial attacks [Goodfellow et al., 2014]. In AIbased, safety-critical applications, it is important to formally
verify that a network is correct with respect to noteworthy
specifications, e.g., local adversarial robustness, before they
are deployed. Current methods for NN verification can be
categorized into complete and incomplete approaches. Aside
from computational considerations, complete approaches are
guaranteed to resolve any verification query. Incomplete approaches are normally based on various forms of convex approximations of the network, and only guarantee that whenever they output that the network is safe, then that is indeed
the case. While this typically enables faster computation,
the looser this approximation is, the more likely it is that the
method may not be able to verify the problem instance. As a
result, the present objective in incomplete methods is the development of tighter approximations, which can be efficiently
computed, thereby strengthening the efficacy of the methods
in answering the verification problem [Salman et al., 2019].
In this paper, we advance the state of the art towards this objective by developing a novel relaxation based on semidefinite programs (SDPs). Our SDP relaxation is provably tighter
than related SDP approaches, whilst also being more efficient.
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Related Work. Complete methods are either based on
mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) [Bastani et al.,
2016; Lomuscio and Maganti, 2017; Tjeng et al., 2019;
Anderson et al., 2020; Botoeva et al., 2020], satisfiability
modulo theories [Katz et al., 2017; 2019; Ehlers, 2017],
or bound propagation techniques coupled with input refinement [Wang et al., 2018; Henriksen and Lomuscio, 2020].
While these methods offer theoretical termination guarantees,
at present they do not scale to the network sizes that incomplete approaches are able to address.
Incomplete methods are typically based on bound propagation [Singh et al., 2018; 2019b; Weng et al., 2018;
Tjandraatmadja et al., 2020], duality [Dvijotham et al., 2018;
Dathathri et al., 2020; Wong and Kolter, 2018] and SDP relaxations [Raghunathan et al., 2018; Fazlyab et al., 2020]. A
common theme in this research is the linear program (LP) relaxation for the univariate ReLU function. A foundational relaxation is the triangle relaxation from [Ehlers, 2017] which
gives the tightest possible convex relaxation of the univariate ReLU function and forms the basis of many of the cited
methods; see [Salman et al., 2019; Li et al., 2020] for detailed comparisons. It was recently shown that the efficacy
of these methods is intrinsically limited by the same convex
relaxation barrier which is characterised by the tightness of
the triangular relaxation [Salman et al., 2019].
Two recent methods to bypass this barrier are the
kPoly [Singh et al., 2019a] and the OptC2V [Tjandraatmadja
et al., 2020]; both of these offer tighter LP relaxations by
considering interactions of multiple neurons and multivariate
inputs. Another way to bypass the barrier is to seek alternative stronger relaxations beyond LPs, such as SDPs [Raghunathan et al., 2018; Fazlyab et al., 2020]. It has been empirically observed that the SDP relaxation in [Raghunathan
et al., 2018] is much tighter than LP relaxations. However,
SDPs are computationally harder solve. To overcome this, a
recent work [Dathathri et al., 2020] develops a customized
subgradient algorithm to solve a dual SDP relaxation to the
one introduced in [Raghunathan et al., 2018].
Contributions. We develop a novel, efficient, layer-based
SDP relaxation for NN verification. Unlike [Dathathri et
al., 2020] that centres around first-order algorithm developments, we here focus on tightening the SDP relaxations, and
on exploiting the cascading structure of NNs for improved
efficiency. Specifically, we first extend the SDP formulation
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in [Raghunathan et al., 2018] with linear cuts from the triangle relaxation [Ehlers, 2017]. This leads to a new SDP
relaxation that is provably tighter than both [Raghunathan et
al., 2018; Dathathri et al., 2020] and the triangle relaxation
from [Ehlers, 2017] (Proposition 1). We further show that
said linear cuts enable the exploitation of the activation pattern of NNs to simplify our SDP formulation (Proposition 2).
By exploiting the cascading structure of NNs, we develop an
equivalent layer decomposition to the SDP approach which
enjoys a significant computational speed-up (Proposition 3).
This layer decomposition strategy is motivated by the advances in sparse SDPs [Vandenberghe and Andersen, 2015].
We evaluated our approach on benchmarks from [Raghunathan et al., 2018; Singh et al., 2019a; Dathathri et al., 2020;
Tjandraatmadja et al., 2020]. The experiments reported that
the layer-based SDP proposed here offers better accuracy,
while being an order of magnitude faster than [Raghunathan
et al., 2018]. Also, the method could verify more images than
the state-of-the-art LP-based methods such as kPoly [Singh
et al., 2019a] and OptC2V [Tjandraatmadja et al., 2020] for
some networks, while the computational cost of the verification step remained in the same order of magnitude.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: we introduce
the neural network verification problem and two commonly
used relaxations in Section 2. In Section 3, we present new
SDP relaxations via linear cuts and layer-based decomposition. Section 4 reports a comprehensive evaluation of the
method on various NNs that are commonly used in the literature. We derive some conclusions in Section 5.

2

Preliminaries

We here outline the notation, present the verification problem,
and introduce two widely used convex relaxations.
Feed-forward ReLU neural networks (NNs). We consider an L-layer feed-forward NN f (x0 ) : Rd → Rm . We
use x̂i ∈ Rni and xi ∈ Rni to denote the pre-activation and
activation vectors of the i-th layer, and define the NN output as f (x0 ) := WL xL + bL , with xi+1 = ReLU(x̂i+1 )
and x̂i+1 = Wi xi + bi , i = 0, . . . , L − 1, where Wi ∈
Rni+1 ×ni , bi ∈ Rni+1 are the weights and biases, respectively, n0 = d, nL+1 = m are input and output dimensions,
and the ReLU function is defined as ReLU(z) = max(z, 0)
for z ∈ R (the ReLU function is applied element-wise). We
focus on classification networks whereby an input x0 is assigned to the class associated with the network output of the
highest value: i? = arg maxi=1,...,m f (x0 )i .
Verification problem. Given a NN f : Rd → Rm , a nominal
input x̄ ∈ Rd , a linear function φ, also called the specification, on the network’s outputs, and a perturbation radius  ∈ R,
the verification problem we study is to determine whether
φ(y) > 0,

subject to y = f (x0 ),

kx0 − x̄k∞ ≤ , (1)

where k·k∞ denotes the standard l∞ norm of a vector. In particular, we hereafter focus on the local adversarial robustness
problem whereby the specification is φ(y) = y(i? ) − y(i) for
a target label i. A network is said to be certifiably robust on
input x̄ and perturbation radius  if the answer to the verification problem (1) is true for all i 6= i? .
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Verification via mathematical optimisation. Problem (1)
can be answered by solving the optimisation problem
γ ? := min

x0 ,...,xL

c T xL + c 0

subject to xi+1 = ReLU(Wi xi + bi ), i ∈ [L], (2a)
kx0 − x̄k∞ ≤ ,
(2b)
where cT = WL (i? , :) − WL (i, :), c0 = bL (i? ) − bL (i), and
[L] denotes {0, 1, . . . , L − 1}. The verification problem (1) is
true if and only if the optimal value, γ ? , of (2) is positive.
The optimisation problem is however non-convex because
of (2a) and is therefore generally difficult to solve. To obtain
a tractable convex relaxation of the problem, we derive an
outer-approximation of the feasible region (x0 , x1 , . . . , xL )
in (2) using a convex set, D. This relaxes (2) to a convex
problem
γD :=

min
(x0 ,x1 ,...,xL )∈D

c T xL + c 0

(3)

which provides a valid lower bound, γ ? ≥ γD . If γD > 0,
then the answer to the verification problem (1) is true. If however γ ? > 0 ≥ γD , then the verification problem cannot
be decided. In this paper we are concerned with two convex relaxations: the triangle relaxation [Ehlers, 2017] and
the semidefinite relaxation [Raghunathan et al., 2018].
Triangle relaxation. The triangle relaxation approximates
a single univariate ReLU function z = max{x, 0} with its
convex hull. Specifically, the ReLU constraints (2a) are approximated by a set of linear constraints
xi+1 ≥ 0, xi+1 ≥ x̂i+1 ,
(4a)
xi+1 ≤ ki (x̂i+1 − ˆli+1 ) + ReLU(ˆli+1 ),
(4b)
x̂i+1 = Wi xi + bi , ˆli+1 ≤ x̂i+1 ≤ ûi+1 ,

(4c)

where i ∈ [L],
denotes the Hadamard product, ki :=
ReLU(ûi+1 )−ReLU(l̂i+1 ) , and û , ˆl
ni+1
are upper
i+1 i+1 ∈ R
ûi+1 −l̂i+1
and lower bounds of the pre-activation variable x̂i+1 for any
input satisfying (2b); these bounds can be computed using
interval propagation methods, see, e.g., [Wong and Kolter,
2018; Wang et al., 2018]. The optimal value, γLP , of the resulting LP relaxation is relatively easy to compute in practice.
However, the quality of the LP relaxation (4) is intrinsically
limited, i.e., there is always a positive gap γ ? − γLP > 0
for many practical NNs, referred to as the convex relaxation
barrier [Salman et al., 2019]. Two recent approaches that improve the tightness of the LP relaxation are the kPoly [Singh
et al., 2019a], which explicitly considers the interaction of
multiple ReLU constraints, and the OptC2V [Tjandraatmadja
et al., 2020], which explicitly considers multivariate inputs of
a single ReLU constraint.
Semidefinite relaxation. This relaxation utilizes a single
positive semidefinite (PSD) constraint that couples all ReLU
constraints in (2a) to obtain a convex SDP [Raghunathan et
al., 2018]. The key idea is to equivalently replace the ReLU
constraints (2a) with the following quadratic constraints
xi+1 ≥ 0, xi+1 ≥ Wi xi + bi , i ∈ [L],
(5a)
xi+1 (xi+1 − Wi xi − bi ) = 0, i ∈ [L].
(5b)
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Also, the input constraint (2b) as well as the lower and upper bounds li , ui ∈ Rni on the activation vectors xi , i =
1, . . . , L − 1 (which can be obtained using interval prorogation methods) can be reformulated as quadratic constraints
xi xi − (li + ui ) xi + li ui ≤ 0, i ∈ [L], (6)
where i = 0 corresponds to the l∞ input constraint (2b).
Polynomial lifting and SDP-based hierarchies can be used
to solve the resulting polynomial optimisation problem.
Specifically a lifting matrix, P , of monomials
PL


T
T T
P := vv T , where v := 1, xT
∈ R1+ i=0 ni
0 , x1 , . . . , x L
can be defined [Raghunathan et al., 2018]. Then, all the constraints in (5) and (6) become linear in terms of the elements
of P . By relaxing the monomial matrix P to be P  0, we
obtain an SDP relaxation of (2) as follows
min cT P [xL ] + c0
P

subject to P [xi+1 ] ≥ 0, P [xi+1 ] ≥ Wi P [xi ] + bi ,

T
diag P [xi+1 xT
i+1 ] − Wi P [xi xi+1 ]

(7a)

− bi P [xi+1 ] = 0, i ∈ [L] (7b)

diag P [xi xT
P [xi ]
i ] − (li + ui )
ui ≤ 0, i ∈ [L] (7c)
P [1] = 1, P  0,
(7d)
[
where we adopt the same symbolic indexing P [·] as Raghunathan et al., 2018] to index the elements of P . It is clear
that (7a) and (7b) correspond to the ReLU constraints (5),
and that (7c) corresponds to the bounds on activation vectors
in (6). We denote the optimal value of (7) as γSDP,1 . We
always have γ ? ≥ γSDP,1 , where the equality is achieved if
the optimal solution, P , to (7) is of rank one. The exactness
of a variant of the SDP relaxation (7) is discussed in [Zhang,
2020] via geometric techniques.
+ li

3

Linear Cuts and Layer-based Semidefinite
Relaxations

In this section we develop new SDP relaxations for the verification problem (2). The resulting formulations will lead to
both tighter and computationally more efficient relaxations.
We begin our analysis by observing two potential drawbacks from the SDP relaxation (7). The first is that, despite
the use of the PSD constraint P  0, the relaxation quality
of (7) may be looser than the LP relaxation (4), i.e., γLP >
γSDP,1 . The second is that the matrix variable, P , in the conPL
straint P  0, is of size N × N , where N = 1 + i=0 ni
corresponds to the network size; this may hinder the scalability of the approach for large networks. We resolve the first
shortcoming by adding the linear cuts from (4) to the SDP relaxation (7), leading to a provably tighter SDP relaxation. We
alleviate the second by introducing a layer-based SDP relaxation consisting of multiple PSD constraints of smaller sizes.

3.1

Tightened SDP Relaxations via Linear Cuts

It is known, see [Raghunathan et al., 2018], that in certain
cases the SDP relaxation (7) can be looser than the LP relaxation (4). Figure 1 illustrates this for the case of a single
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Figure 1: LP and SDP-based outer approximations of {(x, z) ∈ R2 |
z = ReLU(x), l ≤ x ≤ u}. Left to right: 1) unstable neuron
l = −4, u = 1; 2) inactive neuron l = −4, u = 0; 3) strictly active
neuron l = 0, u = 1. The standard SDP relaxation (7) is inexact
even for inactive/stable neurons, while the triangular relaxation becomes exact. This motivates us to add linear cuts (8) to the SDP (9).

ReLU neuron with a univariate input. As shown in Figure 1,
the feasible region in the LP relaxation (4) becomes exact
when u ≤ 0 (inactive neuron) or l ≥ 0 (strictly active neuron), whereas the feasible region in the SDP relaxation (7) is
not exact unless l = u. As can be observed from the feasible regions, the tightness of the LP relaxation w.r.t the SDP
relaxation is attributed to the linear cut (4b), which at times
tightens the LP relaxation.
To resolve this, we extend the SDP relaxation (7) to include
the linear cut (4b) thereby tightening the relaxation. We express the cut (4b) in terms of the matrix P as follows


P [xi+1 ] ≤ ki
Wi P [xi ] + bi − ˆli + ReLU(ˆli ), (8)
and add it to (7). This leads to the following SDP relaxation
for the verification problem (2):
γSDP,2 := min
P

subject to

cT P [xL ] + c0
(7a), (7b), (7c), (7d)
(8), i ∈ [L].

(9)

Due to the linear cuts (8), the new SDP relaxation (9) is provably tighter than both the original SDP relaxation (7) and the
standard triangle LP relaxation (4).
Proposition 1. Given a non-convex NN verification instance (2), we have that γ ? ≥ γSDP,2 ≥ max{γSDP,1 , γLP }.
The proof of γ ? ≥ γSDP,2 ≥ γSDP,1 is straightforward. To
establish γSDP,2 ≥ γLP , it suffices to show that any feasible
solution in (9) can be used to construct a feasible solution
in (4) with the same cost value.
We now compare SDP to LP relaxations. As already noted
in [Raghunathan et al., 2018], the single PSD constraint, P 
0 in (7), captures the interaction of ReLU constraints (2a) implicitly, while the triangle relaxation (4) relaxes (2a) individually. However, this constraint P  0 alone does not guarantee an improved relaxation. The linear cuts (4) can still
effectively remove some redundant outer-approximation in
SDP relaxations (Proposition 1). Recent approaches such as
kPoly [Singh et al., 2019a] and OptC2V [Tjandraatmadja et
al., 2020] strengthen the standard triangular LP (4) by adding
additional linear cuts via relaxing multiple ReLU neurons together, or reasoning multivariate inputs directly. Those linear
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cuts can be potentially combined with the SDP relaxation (9),
leading to a tighter relaxation for (2).
Another flexibility in SDP relaxations lies in the fact that
they allow the reformulation of different linear constraints
into quadratic constraints and then their linearisation in terms
of the matrix variable P . This is known as the reformulationlinearisation technique (RLT) [Anstreicher, 2009]. We have
used this technique to derive (7c) from (6), which often tightens the SDP relaxation.

3.2

Simplified SDP Relaxation via Activation
Patterns

It is a common practice in LP-based relaxations and MILP
formulations (e.g., [Singh et al., 2019b; Weng et al., 2018;
Botoeva et al., 2020]) to simplify the verification problem (2)
using the NN’s activation pattern. After incorporating the linear cuts (8), the SDP relaxation (9) can also use the activation pattern to reduce the dimension of the PSD constraint
P  0; this was not considered in [Raghunathan et al., 2018;
Dathathri et al., 2020]. Particularly, given lower and upper
bounds on the pre-activation vector ˆli+1 ≤ x̂i+1 ≤ ûi+1 ,
it is known that the constraints (4) for stable neurons of the
(i+1)-th layer become exact and can be simplified: 1) if the kth neuron is strictly active, i.e., ûi+1 (k) ≥ ˆli+1 (k) ≥ 0, then
xi+1 (k) = Wi (k, :)xi + bi (k), or 2) if the neuron is inactive,
i.e., 0 ≥ ûi+1 (k) ≥ ˆli+1 (k), then xi+1 (k) = 0.
The information regarding inactive neurons can also be removed in (9) since P [xi+1 ](k) becomes zero due to the linear
cuts (8). This effectively reduces the dimension of the PSD
constraint P  0 without altering the optimal value.
Proposition 2. Consider a non-convex NN verification instance (2), with ni neurons in each layer, i = 0, 1, ..., L.
Given a set of lower and upper bounds li , ui , ˆli+1 , ûi+1 , i ∈
[L], suppose the number of unstable and strictly active neurons is n̂i . Then, in (9), the PSD constraint P  0 of size
PL
PL
(1 + i=0 ni ) × (1 + i=0 ni ) can be equivalently replaced
PL
by a smaller PSD constraint P̂  0 of size (1 + i=0 n̂i ) ×
PL
(1 + i=0 n̂i ).
In many practical cases, a significant portion of the neurons
are stable under a given verification query, especially when
small perturbation radiuses, , are considered. Thus, adding
the linear cuts (8) not only makes the SDP relaxation (9) theoretically stronger (cf. Proposition 1), but also computationally easier (cf. Proposition 2) than (7) in [Raghunathan et
al., 2018]. We note that it is possible to first prune the inactive neurons to form a new NN, and then apply the SDP (7)
in [Raghunathan et al., 2018] to this newly pruned NN. This
process implicitly uses the power of linear cuts from (4), but
was not discussed nor implemented in [Raghunathan et al.,
2018; Dathathri et al., 2020].

3.3

Layer-based SDP Relaxations

We here further reduce the dimensionality of the PSD constraint in (9) by exploiting the layer-wise cascading structure
of NNs, whereby each activation vector of a layer depends
only on the previous layer’s activation vector. We begin with
the equivalent quadratic formulation of (5). Instead of using a
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single big matrix, P , as in (7), we introduce multiple matrices
of monomials Pi for each i ∈ [L]:
T 1+ni +ni+1

T
. (10)
Pi := vi viT , where vi := 1, xT
i , xi+1 ∈ R
Then, the constraints (5a)-(5b) become linear in Pi :
Pi [xi+1 ] ≥ 0,
diag

Pi [xi+1 ] ≥ Wi Pi [xi ] + bi , (11a)

= bi Pi [xi+1 ]. (11b)

T
Pi [xi+1 xT
i+1 ]−Wi Pi [xi xi+1 ]

Also, (7c) and (8) can be written with respect to Pi as

diag Pi [xi xT
ui ≤ 0, (12a)
i ] − (li + ui ) Pi [xi ] + li


Pi [xi+1 ] ≤ ki
Wi Pi [xi ] + bi − ˆli + ReLU(ˆli ). (12b)
Upon relaxing the monomial matrices Pi to Pi  0, we need
to consider the input-output consistency among the Pi ’s, i.e.,
T
Pi [x̂i+1 x̂T
i = 0, . . . , L − 2, (13)
i+1 ] = Pi+1 [x̂i+1 x̂i+1 ],


T
where x̂T
i+1 := 1, xi+1 .
Now, we can introduce a new layer-based SDP relaxation
for the verification problem (2):

γSDP,3 :=

min

P0 ,...,PL−1

subject to

cT PL−1 [xL ] + c0
(11a), (11b), , i ∈ [L],
(14)
(12a), (12b), , i ∈ [L],
Pi [1] = 1, Pi  0, i ∈ [L],
(13).

Instead of a single, big PSD constraint, P  0 of network size
in (9), the layer-based SDP relaxation (14) employs multiple
smaller PSD constraints Pi  0 for each layer. Smaller PSD
constraints in an SDP are helpful to improve the efficiency of
getting its solution using off-the-self solvers [Vandenberghe
and Andersen, 2015; Zheng et al., 2020]. Moreover, the solution quality (14) is equivalent to that from (9). Formally, we
have:
Proposition 3. Given a non-convex NN verification instance (2), we have that γ ? ≥ γSDP,3 = γSDP,2 .
Proof. The proof relies on a celebrated chordal decomposition result for sparse PSD matrices [Vandenberghe and Andersen, 2015, Chapter 10]. In particular, the cascading structure in a network can be abstracted as a chain graph, which
is chordal with L maximal cliques Ci = {i, i + 1}, i ∈ [L].
The block-chordal completion theorem [Zheng, 2019, Theorem 2.18] allows equivalently replacing the single PSD constraint P  0 in (9) with L smaller PSD constraints Pi  0
in (14), each of which corresponds to maximal clique Ci .
Now, (14) becomes a reformulation of (9) via the consistency
constraint (13).
Remark 1 (Merging layers and conversion methods). Intuitively, (14) belongs to a class of chordal conversion methods in sparse SDPs [Fukuda et al., 2001; Zheng et al.,
2020]. Besides two consecutive layers in (10), one can
merge multiple layers (e.g., the first three layers) as one
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clique and form one corresponding PSD variable. The resulting SDP relaxation is equivalent to (9) and (14), meaning that they offer the same optimal solution. Similar to
general conversion methods in SDPs [Fukuda et al., 2001;
Zheng et al., 2020], there exists a tradeoff between the size of
Pi  0 and the number of additional equality constraints (13)
for the efficiency of solving (14). Some heuristics exist to balance such a tradeoff [Fukuda et al., 2001].
Further relaxation via dropping equality constraints. As
discussed above, the number of equality constraints (13) is
quadratic in the number of neurons in each layer. Here, we
consider an SDP relaxation that uses only a subset of the constraints in (13). In particular, we consider a linear number of
consistency constraints as
Pi [x̂i+1 ] = Pi+1 [x̂i+1 ],

i = 0, . . . , L − 2,

(15)

and form another layer-based SDP relaxation:
γSDP,4 :=

min

P0 ,...,PL−1

subject to

cT PL−1 [xL ] + c0
(11a), (11b), , i ∈ [L],
(16)
(12a), (12b), , i ∈ [L],
Pi [1] = 1, Pi  0, i ∈ [L],
(15).

The solution quality of (16) is worse than (14) but is faster to
solve and it is still provably better than the LP relaxation (4),
i.e., γ ? ≥ γSDP,3 ≥ γSDP,4 ≥ γLP . The proof is similar to
Proposition 1.

4

Experimental Evaluation

We now evaluate the performance of the proposed SDP formulations on several benchmarks from the literature. We
compare the resulting implementation against other state-ofthe-art (SoA) convex relaxation methods, including the original SDP formulation in [Raghunathan et al., 2018], the advanced SDP-FO algorithm [Dathathri et al., 2020], and two
recent SoA LP relaxation methods, i.e., kPoly [Singh et al.,
2019a] and OptC2V [Tjandraatmadja et al., 2020].

4.1

Implementation and Experiment Setup

Verification problem. We consider the standard robustness
verification problem for image classifiers: given a correctly
classified image, verify that the NN returns the same label
for all input within an l∞ perturbation of . Formally, given
an image x̄ ∈ [0, 1]d with a label i? and a radius , a neural
network is verified to be robust on (x̄, ) if γ ? in (2) is positive
for all i 6= i? . For LP- and SDP-based relaxation methods, we
solve (2) multiple times for every potential adversarial target
i 6= i? , and check whether the lower bound is positive.
Implementation of LP/SDP relaxations. We consider the
formulation (7), originally proposed in [Raghunathan et al.,
2018] and our SDP formulations from (9), (14), and (16)
for experiments. Note that (9) and (14) are equivalent. We
used a subroutine from SparseCoLO [Fujisawa et al., 2009]
for layer-decomposition that balances the size of PSD constraints and equality constraints (see Remark 1). We refer
to (9) and (14) as LayerSDP, and its relaxed version (16) as
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FastSDP. We also consider the standard LP relaxation (4) for
benchmark. We denote (7) as SDP-IP [Raghunathan et al.,
2018]. The lower and upper bounds li , ui , ˆli+1 , ûi+1 were
computed using a symbolic interval propagation algorithm
in [Botoeva et al., 2020]. To get an upper bound of verified
accuracy, we run a standard projected gradient descent (PGD)
algorithm from [Dathathri et al., 2020].
For numerical computation, we need to convert the convex
relaxations into a standard conic optimization before passing them to a numerical solver. The authors in [Raghunathan
et al., 2018] used the YALMIP toolbox [Lofberg, 2004] for
the modelling process. However, we found that YALMIP
introduced too much overhead time consumption, also because very similar instances of (2) need to be converted multiple times. Besides, we found that the YALMIP toolbox neglected the cascading structure in SDP relaxations. Thus, we
implemented an automatic transformation from the convex
relaxations into standard conic optimization. The resulting
LP/SDPs were then solved by MOSEK [Mosek, 2015]. We
use the time reported by MOSEK for comparison.
Neural Networks. We considered eight fully connected
ReLU networks trained on the MNIST dataset. To facilitate
the comparison with existing tools, we divided our experiments into three groups: 1) One self-trained NN with two
hidden layers, each having 64 neurons; no adversarial training was used. We varied the perturbation radius, , from
0.01 to 0.05; 2) Three NNs from [Raghunathan et al.,
2018]: MLP-SDP, MLP-LP, and MLP-Adv. We followed
closely the setup described in [Raghunathan et al., 2018;
Dathathri et al., 2020], and tested a perturbation radius  =
0.1; 3) Four deep NNs from [Singh et al., 2019a]: 6×100
( = 0.026), 9×100 ( = 0.026), 6×200 ( = 0.015), 9×200
( = 0.015). These  values were used in [Singh et al., 2019a;
Tjandraatmadja et al., 2020] and cited there as challenging.
For each network, we verified the first 100 images from
the MNIST test set and excluded those incorrectly classified. We performed our experiments on an Intel(R) i910850K CPU 3.60GHz machine with 32 GB of RAM, except for SDP-FO which was carried out on an Intel i71065G7 with 15GB RAM, due to a different implementation
from [Dathathri et al., 2020].

4.2

Verification Results

Figure 2 reports the verified accuracy for the 64×2 network
with different perturbation radius, , using different verifiers:
LayerSDP and FastSDP (from this paper), SDP-IP [Raghunathan et al., 2018], SDP-FO [Dathathri et al., 2020], and
standard LP. As expected (cf. Proposition 1), our formulation, LayerSDP, offered improved robust accuracies than
SDP-IP and LP across different . Interestingly, we observe that SDP-IP verified fewer images than the standard
LP relaxation when  = 0.03, 0.035, 0.04, and required
longer time. This indicates that the behavior in Figure 1 persists in practical NN verification, confirming the tightness
of LayerSDP. Furthermore, a combination of inactive neuron pruning (Proposition 2) and layer decomposition (Section 3.3) made LayerSDP and FastSDP two orders of magnitude faster to solve than SDP-IP. We observe that SDP-FO
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Accuracy
Models
MLP-Adv
MLP-LP
MLP-SDP
6 × 100
9 × 100
6 × 200
9 × 200

Correct
98%
89%
98%
99%
97%
99%
97%

PGD
94%
80%
84%
91%
86%
96%
91%

LayerSDP
verified
91%
80%
84%
75%
35%
92%
42%

time
159.8
12.1
3 392
545.3
470.3
2 133
1 874

FastSDP
verified
72%
/
/
24%
18 %
33 %
27 %

SDP-FO‡

SDP-IP

time
81.1
/
/
31.3
38.8
89.2
130.8

†

∗

verified time
82%
3 974
80%
2 453
80%
17 726
–
2 456
–
2 386
–
16 030
–
19 698

verified time
84%
811.2
78%
43.3
64%
153.3









LP
verified
65%
79%
35%
21%
18%
30%
27%

kPoly
verified
–
–
–
44.1%
36.9%
57.4%
50.6%

OptC2V
†

verified†
–
–
–
42.9%
38.4%
60.1%
52.8%

†
: These results are taken from previously reported values (SDP-IP from [Raghunathan et al., 2018], kPoly from [Singh et al., 2019a], and OptC2V from [Tjandraatmadja et al.,
2020]); Dashes (–) indicate previously reported numbers are unavailable.
‡
: We re-run the implementation of SDP-FO from [Dathathri et al., 2020], and the verified accuracies are slightly lower than reported numbers due to different hyper-parameters. 
indicates SDP-FO failed to verify any instance within maximum iterations.
∗
: To facilitate time consumption comparison, we re-run SDP-IP [Raghunathan et al., 2018] over three images for these networks on our machine, and took an average per image.

Table 1: Verified accuracy and runtime per image (in seconds) for a set of NNs used in [Raghunathan et al., 2018; Singh et al., 2019a;
Tjandraatmadja et al., 2020; Dathathri et al., 2020]. LayerSDP and FastSDP are identical for NNs with one hidden layer (denoted as /).

5

Figure 2: Verified accuracy and runtime per image across various
perturbation radius by different methods. These results were run for
a 64×2 neural network. As expected, our method LayerSDP consistently offered improved accuracy and was two orders of magnitude
faster than SDP-IP [Raghunathan et al., 2018].

verified fewer images than SDP-IP using similar time.
The results in Table 1 demonstrate that LayerSDP is also
much faster than SDP-IP, while being more precise than the
LP baseline across the networks in [Raghunathan et al., 2018;
Dathathri et al., 2020; Singh et al., 2019a; Tjandraatmadja
et al., 2020]. Furthermore, for the robustly trained NNs
(MLP-Adv, MLP-SDP, MLP-LP), our LayerSDP achieved a
very good verified accuracy compared to PGD, with MLPSDP and MLP-LP matched; this is consistent with the experiments in [Dathathri et al., 2020]. However, we found
that SDP-FO [Dathathri et al., 2020] is very sensitive to some
hyper-parameters due to the nature of subgradient algorithms.
Compared to the SoA LP-based methods, kPoly [Singh et
al., 2019a] and OptC2V [Tjandraatmadja et al., 2020], our
LayerSDP significantly improved the verified accuracy for
6×100 and 6×200 networks, while remaining competitive
for the other two networks. We observe that the linear cuts in
kPoly and OptC2V can be potentially combined in LayerSDP
to obtain a stronger relaxation. Finally, while the timings
in [Singh et al., 2019a; Tjandraatmadja et al., 2020] may not
be comparable, the authors reported average times for kPoly
within a range of 2 minutes to 8 minutes per image, and for
OptC2V within a range of 2 minutes to 58 minutes per image.
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Conclusions

We have presented a new layer-based semidefinite relaxation,
LayerSDP, that is provably tighter than the SDP relaxations
in [Raghunathan et al., 2018; Dathathri et al., 2020]. The
additional linear cuts and layer decomposition also make
LayerSDP an order of magnitude faster to solve than [Raghunathan et al., 2018] using off-the-shelf solvers. Experiments
on a set of fully connected NNs demonstrated the tightness
and computational efficiency of LayerSDP. Note that convolutional neural networks have inherent sparsity and structure
in convolutional layers, for which chordal graph decomposition is directly applicable and beneficial [Vandenberghe and
Andersen, 2015; Zheng et al., 2020]. We leave for further
work how to unroll efficiently the convolution layers and incorporate decompositions. Similarly, we would also like to
explore customized algorithms similar to [Dathathri et al.,
2020] for solving SDPs by exploiting the cascading network
structures. Finally, we note that SDP-based approaches can
easily deal with other robustness specifications involving linear and quadratic constraints on network inputs. This is a
further direction that appears worth exploring.
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